
Because life takes place in the kitchen.



A great product not only looks good, but under
the surface, functions just as elegantly.

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

The word “quality” gets tossed around a lot these days, but we consider quality to be 

something you do — not say. Quality is not a single bold statement, it’s a hundred small details 

that makes a DeWils cabinet simply better.

HEIRLOOM-QUALITY PREMIUM FEATURES COME STANDARD

Plywood case construction and
all-wood premium hardwood drawers

Long-lasting sanded dovetail
construction drawers

Full-extension drawers and 
soft-close cabinet doors

Hand-sanded wood doors 
and hand-rubbed stains

12-year warranty on our
signature collections

Proudly manufactured in the 
United States

Low-VOC paint and stain finishes
for better indoor air quality

Sustainable, certified wood suppliers

USA
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All said and done, a kitchen, living space, 
bathroom, or closet will no doubt be judged by 
it’s appearance.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR STYLE

STAINS A beautiful finish is a must, and we certainly appreciate that. During the past 60 years 

our stains have grown into an expansive catalog of options. Specially developed for                

our high-quality natural woods, these hand-rubbed stains enhance the natural beauty of all 

wood species.

PAINTS We love the natural qualities and attributes of wood, but sometimes you just need to 

add a splash of ‘wow.’ When it comes to colors, it seems like there isn’t a soul in the world who 

doesn’t have an opinion. We’ve put together a vast array of colors, with the help of our dealers, 

to meet as many different tastes as possible without creating too “trendy” of a product.           

Our cabinets are built to withstand a lifetime, so we feel it’s our responsibility to deliver a 

product that, while fitting the style of the moment, also endures the waves of fashion.

GLAZING Nothing beats the richness that glazing brings out in a finish, adding depth and 

character to any standard color. A glazed finish accentuates and deepens the profile of the 

cabinet, giving it more character and a sense of maturity. All our glazing is done individually, 

piece-by-piece, by hand. No pens or tools are used, just a good ol’ rag in the hands of a 

trained artisan, ensuring that each door will be unique from the last. It’s not the fastest way,    

but it’s certainly the most beautiful.

DISTRESSING Sometimes things just look better worn in, like a good baseball glove or a well 

used workbench. It seems like all well crafted goods inevitably get better with age. They wear 

their “battle scars” with pride, and each new mark just adds to its character. If a distressed look 

is what you’re after, and instant gratification is your thing, we have a multitude of distressing 

options to choose from. Pick any combination of worm holes, worn edges, screw marks, dings 

and dents, splits, and burn marks that suit your taste.

WANT MORE INFORMATION?

FIND STYLE DETAILS, EXAMPLES & MORE AT DEWILS.COM



At DeWils you’ll find three distinct series,
designed to fit a variety of style preferences.

DESIGNEREXPRESSIONS HORIZONS

Whether your taste runs toward the stately warmth of traditional design, the cool sleekness of 

a more minimalist look, or something else entirely... DeWils Fine Cabinetry and our signature 

collections can help you express yourself, oh-so-perfectly.

FRAMELESS:INSET: FRAMED:



The Fine Details
of a Piece of Classic
Hand-crafted Furniture

•  Furniture-style cabinetry

•  Refined and timeless style

•  Inset doors close flush

•  Classic look

•  Traditional American style

SERIESEXPRESSIONS



The Expressions Series offers traditional 

furniture style cabinetry, with inset doors that 

close flush within a cabinet frame. The result 

is a classic look that speaks to a love for the 

richness and style of a fine piece of hand- 

crafted furniture. 

Whether you want a comfortable place for your 

children to gather or an impressive space that 

wi l l  amaze your guests, choosing cabinets 

from DeWils will ensure that your kitchen is 

everything that you want it to be. No matter 

what your personal style is, you’ll find your 

perfect fit with DeWils Fine Cabinetry.

TRADITIONAL INSET FACE-FRAME

SERIESEXPRESSIONS





Design by Forged Custom Homes | Camas WA









A NEW LEVEL OF DURABILITY

DeWils Fine Cabinetry would l ike to 

introduce you to the future of engineered 

materials. Fenix® offers an innovative and 

stylish matte finish, featuring nano-

technology for extreme durability unlike 

anything previously available. 

THE TECHNOLOGY

Fenix® is produced by combining thermosetting 

resins at both high heat and high pressure. 

Resins are fixed with an Electron Beam Curing 

Process. This creates a homogeneous non- 

porous high-density (nanoparticles) product 

capable of thermal healing.



LUXE® HIGH GLOSS & MATTE

SPECTACULAR HIGH-GLOSS 
& INVITING SUPER-MATTE 
FINISH OPTIONS

DeWils Fine Cabinetry would like to 

introduce you to the future of engineered 

materials in cabinetry design. This innovative 

and stylish high-gloss and super-matte 

polyester finish features attractive solid 

colors, “Fantasy” textures and “Pearl Effect” 

styles to choose from. This wide variety 

ensures a perfect style match will be found 

for every modern kitchen design.

THE TECHNOLOGY

Unlike similar looking products, such as 

Acrylic & HPL, Luxe isn't laminated to 

substrate. With the use of state of the art 

processes a highly durable coating is 

applied directly onto the engineered core. 

The finished product is one that is 

unmatched by Acrylic & HPL.



NATURAL TEXTURES, 
ENGINEERED DURABILITY

DeWils Fine Cabinetry would like to introduce 

you to the future of engineered materials.   

This innovative and stylish high pressure 

textured melamine is featured in 26 different 

colors and patterns. Metro® produces a 

natural look and feel with the added durability 

achieved through advanced engineering 

technology. 

THE TECHNOLOGY

Through a high-temperature hot pressing 

method melamine thermosetting resins are 

joined together with decor paper to form an 

impressively hard surface. This technology 

makes it possible for surface durability that can 

resist boiling water, chemicals, scratching, heat, 

and staining among other things.



The quality of our product is a direct reflection 
of the investment in our people.

DeWils is so much more than a family business, it’s a cherished tradition of fine cabinetmaking 

that spans three generations. It includes our extended family of employees, designers and 

craftsmen, all of whom take great pride in the cabinets we create. This also applies to our 

exclusive dealers, whose knowledge and passion for our product will guide you through the 

process of creating your dream space.

From our family to yours, thank you for being a part of this proud American tradition since 1959.

FIND HUNDREDS OF INSPIRING IMAGES, DETAILS ON ALL STYLES AND FINISHES, 

AS WELL AS TOOLS TO HELP YOU TURN YOUR CABINETRY DREAMS INTO REALITY! 

Get started at DeWils.com


